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USING M-FILES ID NUMBERS
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A great way to find a file on M-Files is by using the ID number. Every file on M-Files is assigned a unique number. 
If you know this number, you can do a quick search and find it. Simply enter the number in the search box in 
M-Files and hit enter.

There are several ways to find the ID # of a file, but since we may not all have M-Files configured the same way 
the following examples may not look exactly like your screen. One way is to click on the file in Mfiles and then 
click the “Metadata” tab if that is available on your screen. The ID # is shown near the upper right of the Metadata 
panel as shown here:

Enter ID # Here
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If your screen looks like the image below, the ID # is in the bottom panel:

If neither of those work for you, right click on the file and select Properties. The ID will be in top left corner.

Whichever method you use, the file Buzzi Location Map & Access Rd Plan has an ID # of 603227. If you wanted 
to have someone else see this file, you could simply share this number with them

For example, Neal Hall sent me a request to review a shop drawing. In his email he shared the ID #:
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I put the number in the search box in Mfiles and hit enter. Below are the results:

Often you will get several files in the results, but the top file is usually the one you are looking for. Also, if the file 
is in a Green Folder, multi document file, all the files in that folder have the same ID #. 


